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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

In this study we investigate how people think they would react to nudges, as well as how they actually react to nudges. We have 6 conditions. Half of them

are hypothetical, where we ask participants to imagine they were asked a question (in some conditions this question contains a nudge), and the other half

of conditions are actual conditions (as opposed to hypothetical). From both, the 3 hypothetical and the 3 actual conditions, one condition is a control

condition, containing no nudge (AC- and HC-), one condition is a condition utilizes a default nudge (AN- and HN-), and one condition that utilizes a nudge

and also explains the purpose of that nudge (AN+ and HN+). In all conditions, the main question that people see is whether they would voluntarily

participate in a questionnaire that takes 5 minutes longer. Note that in the hypothetical conditions, people are only asked to imagine they were asked this

question, and they do not actually answer that question. 

1) We expect no differences in autonomy and satisfaction with one’s choice between any of the three actual conditions (AC- = AN- = AN+) 

2a) We expect the hypothetical nudge condition without an explanation to score lower on autonomy and satisfaction with one’s choice, compared to

hypothetical control condition. (HN- < HC-)

2b) We expect the hypothetical nudge condition with an explanation to score lower on autonomy and satisfaction with one’s choice, compared to

hypothetical nudge condition without an explanation. (HN+ < HN-)

3a) There is an overall negative correlation between pressure and (reported) autonomy and satisfaction in the conditions without explanation.

3b) There is no correlation between pressure and autonomy and satisfaction, in conditions where the nudge is explained.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

An autonomy questionnaire, consisting of four questions. Answers will be given on a 5 point Likert scale and calculated to a mean score.

Similarly, a satisfaction with choice questionnaire with 5 questions.

Both as used in in the two prior studies of current same paper

We will also calculate the percentage of people that chose the nudged option and compare it to the percentage that chose this option in the control

condition.

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

There will be a total of 6 conditions. Actual control without an explanation (AC-), actual nudge without an explanation (AN-), actual nudge with an

explanation (AN+), hypothetical control without an explanation (HC-), hypothetical nudge without an explanation (HN-), hypothetical nudge with an

explanation (HN+).

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

1) A one-way MANOVA, with autonomy and satisfaction as the dependent variables, and condition (AC- / AN- / AN+) as the independent variable. Followed

by Tuckey’s HSD post hoc test to compare the three conditions.

2a&2b) 2 MANOVAs, with either autonomy or satisfaction as the dependent variable, and condition (HC- / HN- / HN+) as the dependent variable. Followed

by Tuckey’s HSD post hoc test.

3a) 2 Correlations. Pressure and autonomy, and again pressure and satisfaction. Within all conditions without explanation.

3b) 2 Correlations. Pressure and autonomy, and again pressure and satisfaction. Within HN+ and AN+.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We will only exclude participants that fail the attention check.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will collect data from 220 participants per condition, resulting in a total of 1320 participants. We are aiming to have usable data of 200 participants per

condition, but collect 10% extra, as some might fail the attention check. Should we find that more than 10 % failed the attention check, and conditions

contain less than 200 participants, we might collect extra data to ensure that all conditions have at least 200 participants. These decisions will be made

before the data will be analyzed.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)
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Exploratory Hypothesis on Nudge Effectivity:  Both the actual nudge without an explanation (AN-) and the actual nudge with an explanation (AN+) are

effective in promoting the preferred option (filling out a longer version of a survey), compared to the actual control group (AC-). (AN- = AN+ > AC-)
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